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Abstract. The ankle joint of an exoskeleton plays a vital role in main-
taining balance and posture during locomotion by grounding the upper
body’s weight. Parallel designs are advantageous for constructing ankle
joints in exoskeleton but challenges include complex workspace analysis
and finding the optimal placement in the overall structure of the exoskele-
ton. This paper presents a strategy for finding the optimal placement
of the prototype Active Ankle 3[R2[US]] mechanism in the Recupera-
Reha lower extremity exoskeleton for enhanced workspace. To this end,
rotative inverse geometric model of the Active Ankle is exploited to
find the alignment between principle human joint axes and axes along
which the range of motion is optimum. It is demonstrated that by rotat-
ing the mechanism along the adduction-abduction axis and by selecting
appropriate ball and socket joints, it is possible to enhance the usable
workspace of the mechanism for the human wearing the exoskeleton.

Keywords: Spherical-parallel manipulators · Kinematic analysis ·
Optimal placement point · Exoskeletons and prosthesis devices

1 Introduction

There has been an increasing societal need for procuring modular ankle exoskele-
ton devices for medical rehabilitation, walking assistance, and augmenting loco-
motion strength for the physically disabled, aged persons, and athletes. A par-
allel manipulator (PM) is a robot system design that offers high stiffness, pay-
load capacity, speed, and accuracy due to combination of two or more kinematic
chains. In particular, spherical parallel manipulator (SPM) is a PM which allows
only rotational motions of its end-effector platform. For instance, the prominent
three (3) degree of freedom (DoF) Agile Eye [3] is a type of SPM and finds appli-
cation in camera orienting devices. The PKAnkle [11] is a redesigned prototype
of Agile Eye that fits in for ankle neuro-rehabilitation and it’s capable of provid-
ing wide ankle motion ranges but has problems associated to alignment with the
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human ankle joint complex. Majority of the researchers in the exoskeleton appli-
cation domain for gait rehabilitation [1,2,4,10,12,14,16], exploits the advantages
of an SPM design approach (see [8] for a recent survey), with emphasis on increas-
ing the workspace, and finding suitable alignment configuration with the human
ankle joint.

The novel Active Ankle (see Fig. 1) first introduced in [12] is a wearable
ankle exoskeleton device that exploits the advantages of a PM. It is an almost
spherical parallel mechanism (ASPM) similar to the SPM in structural design,
with a 3 DoF and 3 actuators capable of three principal movements; dorsiflexion-
plantarflexion (DF-PF), eversion-inversion (EV-IN), and adduction-abduction
(AD-AB) motions. The design of the Active Ankle mechanism represents a mod-
ule for the ankle and hip joints shown in Fig. 2 of the Recupera-Reha full-body
exoskeleton [9] in Fig. 3. An extensive kinematic analysis of the mechanism is avail-
able in [5–7]. The current mounting of the active ankle mechanism in the Recupera-
Reha exoskeleton has some limitations. The orientation of its joint axes is not prop-
erly aligned with that of the human ankle joint complex which leads to a reduced
workspace. Hence, it is essential to find an optimal placement point of the ankle
mechanism in the exoskeleton leg design. Another challenge with the device is a
passive ball and socket joint limit on the motor actuator that leads to a small usable
workspace available for the movement trajectories if it’s to be utilized, as a use-case
for dynamic walking or gait rehabilitation, proper alignment with the human ankle
joint complex with increased motion ranges is necessary.

Fig. 1. Active ankle Fig. 2. Joints module Fig. 3. Full-body
exoskeleton [9].

Contribution. Since the desire to lift the upper body’s weight and perform some
dynamic walking with the active ankle mechanism, this paper has exploited the
rotative inverse geometric model (RIGM) to produce a larger usable workspace
and found an optimal placement configuration point for the ASPM ankle joint
which fits better to the human ankle joint complex. Further, a proof that by
modifying the opening angle of the ball and socket joints, it is possible to further
extend the workspace without making any big structural changes in the system
design.
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2 Rotative Inverse Geometric Model of the ASPM Ankle

This section highlights the analysis of the inverse kinematic problem of the active
ankle mechanism adapted from [6]. As earlier stated, the device has a feature
of an ASPM, designed to drive a spatial quadrilateral that intersects its three
rotative actuators perpendicularly at its end-effector (EE) point. The opening
angle of the ball and socket joint for the mechanism is limited by ±25◦ motor
angle constraint (qmin, qmax), while the available range of motion (RoM) for the
task space angles (θmin, θmax), is constrained by a ±90◦ physical limit (θ). The
fascinating feature in the mechanism design structure is that the physical config-
uration of its joint axes is capable of bearing any force applied without external
torque from the motor actuators. In essence, a design structure of the joint axes
different from the previous configuration will require additional torques from the
motors to drive the device, thus, increased cost. Due to the ASPM design nature
of the device, the existence of translation shifts in the EE point is neglected
due to its small value when the mechanism is used in the application point of
view. Hence, only the rotative universal joints with the spherical cut-joints were
utilized in the mechanical design structure, but in the analytical kinematic for-
mulation, the translation shifts were included. The forward kinematic problem
that gives the position of the EE as a function of its joint variables is difficult to
compute analytically for a complex PM like the ankle joint since it has a limited
usable workspace. Therefore, you can not ascertain the feasible workspace that
fits into a specific joint configuration. For example, the available workspace in the
rotative domain shown in Fig. 4 as reported in the previous variant of the active
ankle mechanism. We can not discern which one within the available workspace
has the exact configuration for the given set of joint angles. Hence, the knowledge
of the positional coordinates of the device alone is not sufficient to determine
the placement of the mechanism in the leg. Therefore, we exploit the RIGM that
computes the rotative joint space angles and EE positional shifts from the desired
orientation, similar to the human ankle joint. However, to achieve a desired ori-
entation of the EE-frame, the RIGM uses the parameterized orientation of the
principal movement joint axes vectors represented by ux, uy and uz instead of
the position coordinates to find the input joint angles. The joint axes vectors are
obtained from a computer-aided design (CAD) model of the active ankle device
and adapted to the RIGM.

Fig. 4. Feasible workspace configurations adapted in [6].
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To find an optimal placement point of the ankle mechanism in the leg, with
a similar orientation to the human ankle joint complex in Fig. 5, three different
coordinate frame systems were considered at the EE point shown in Fig. 6. The
first coordinate frame is the EE-frame (joint axes encoded in yellow color) with
a different orientation, a second coordinate frame is the task-space frame located
at the EE-point whose joint axes vectors (ux, uy, uz) are parallel to the global
coordinate frame attached to the leg mount point. Basically, the constraint that
mounting frames at the leg mount point and the EE-point should be parallel is
the initial choice of optimizing the placement angle (α). The third coordinate
frame (joint axes encoded in black color) is called the rotated frame. Considering
the rotated frame with the joint axes (dux, duy, duz) at zero-configuration, only
the duz joint vector is fixed in the same direction with the z-axis (blue color)
of the global frame, unlike dux and duy which are perpendicular to each other.
The ASPM mechanism placement angle α is the angle between the joint vectors
of the task-space frame and the rotated frame. We want to parameterize the
rotated frame with respect to the task-space frame and map the generated joint
angles which are within the actuator motor limit to the EE-frame.

Fig. 5. Human ankle complex [15] Fig. 6. ASPM ankle frames

The following Table 1 presents the RoM for the movement trajectories.
In comparison with the human ankle joint motions reported in [6]. At zero-
configuration, you can discern the differences between the human ankle motion
ranges and the three other mechanisms from their absolute (Abs.) sum of the
minimum (Min.) and maximum (Max.) angles. The active ankle has limited
RoM in the DF-PF motion of the previous work [6], which is an essential motion
trajectory for the ankle joint. However, this could be insufficient for dynamic
walking towards rehabilitation of gait. SPKM and PKAnkle devices have lim-
ited RoM in their respective EV-IN and AD-AB motion types, which could be
sufficient motion range for human normal daily walking activities. However, for
stair ascending and descending, a minimum RoM of 37◦ and 56◦ respectively
is required according to the authors in [13] for the DF-PF motion trajectory,
producing an absolute sum of 93◦. Therefore, an increased RoM is imperative
for enhanced dynamic walking for the most frequent human daily activities.
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Table 1. Comparison between human and existing ankle joint mechanisms RoM.

Motion type Human ankle Active ankle [6] SPKM [1] PKAnkle [11]

Min. Max. Abs. Min. Max. Abs. Min. Max. Abs. Min. Max. Abs.

DF-PF −20◦ 50◦ 70◦ −19.83◦ 37.23◦ 57.06◦ 29.8◦ 45.8◦ 75.6◦ −40◦ 35◦ 75◦

EV-IN −15◦ 35◦ 50◦ −15.00◦ 35.00◦ 50.00◦ 17◦ 22◦ 39◦ −25◦ 20◦ 45◦

AD-AB −30◦ 45◦ 75◦ −29.20◦ 36.96◦ 66.16◦ 25.9◦ 36◦ 69.10◦ −20◦ 10◦ 30◦

3 Optimal Placement of the ASPM Ankle in the Leg

It is of interest to know the criteria for modification of the current design even
though the results obtained from the kinematic model analysis of the mech-
anism in [6] demonstrated the DoFs for the three rotative actuators with a
workspace modality that shows three principal motion trajectories for applica-
tion as an ankle joint. However, for use-case as an ankle rehabilitation device
towards enhancing dynamic walking, the following two cases could be used to
increase the usable workspace for the active ankle:

1. Case 1: Increasing the opening angle for the ball and socket joint to have
wider RoM.

2. Case 2: For the optimal placement point of the mechanism in the leg, we
require the transformation of the task space frame respecting the rotated
frame.

3.1 Parameterization Procedure

Matlab simulation is used to improve the RoM for the ASPM ankle joint. A total
number of 1000 samples (n) for a time (t) range from 0 to 1 with a sampling
rate of 0.001 is used for the simulation. The ±25◦ motor angle constraints are
initially set for the simulation to compare the previous experimental results
obtained in [6] and later increased to ±27◦. The parameterization procedure
is described in Algorithm 1, for a range of α in Line 1 which is limited by
θ, the transformation matrix (T) in Line 2 is built from a Matlab command
makehgtform, that rotates the vector uz by α in radians. Then, Line 3 extracts
the rotation matrix (R) part of T. The vectors ux and uy are now parameterized
by R in Line 4 and Line 5 respectively as the orientation vectors, such that they
are orthogonal to each other and lie on the same plane perpendicular to the
uz. The RIGM function in Line 6 takes into account the computed orientation
vectors from the parameterized vectors, and the motor constraints as input while
Line 7 produces the joint space angles which are within the motor constraints
as outputs.

In Algorithm 2, the function routine TaskSpaceAngles in Line 1 of Algo-
rithm 2 maps out the joint space angles to α in Lines 2, 3, and 4 respectively,
to find the relationship between them. Line 7 returns the boundary limits on
the task space angle curves computed from Lines 5 and 6. The function routine
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IntersectCurves in Line 8 uses the Mathworks InternX function to compute the
minimum and maximum intersection points on the three curves. The intersection
points within the curves that are less than or greater than zero are computed
in Line 9 and Line 10 respectively. These are the trade-off points within the
actuator motor limit and the physical limit.

Algorithm 1: Parameteriza-
tion procedure
Input: Joint axes vectors:−→ux = [−0.8165; 0.4082; 0.4082],−→uy = [0;−0.7071; 0.7071], and−→uz = [1; 1; 1]
Output: Joint angles:
qx, qy, and qz

1 for α = −π : 2π
n : π; do

2 T←⎡
⎢⎢⎣

−0.3333 0.6667 0.6667 0
0.6667 −0.3333 0.6667 0
0.6667 0.6667 −0.3333 0

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦;

3 R←T(1 : 3, 1 : 3);
4 dux ← (R · ux) ;
5 duy ← (R · uy) ;
6 Function RIGM(dux,

duy, qmin,qmax):
7 [qx, qy, qz] ← (−25◦ ≤

q ≤ 25◦) ;
8 return qx, qy, qz

9 End

Algorithm 2: Computation
of task space angles
Input: (α, qmin, qmax, qx, qy, qz)
Output: Task space angles

(θmin, θmax)
1 Function

TaskSpaceAngles(α,qx,qy,qz,qmin,qmax):
2 Lx ← [α; q′

x]
3 Ly ← [α; q′

y]
4 Lz ← [α; q′

z]
5 Lmin ←

[α; qmin · length(α)]
6 Lmax ←

[α; qmax · length(α)]
7 return Lmin, Lmax

8 Function
IntersectCurves(Lmin,
Lmax, Lx, Ly,Lz):

9 θmin ← max(θ < 0)
10 θmax ← min(θ > 0)
11 return θmin, θmax

12 End Function

4 Simulation Result

The Matlab simulation in Fig. 7 shows the graphical plot of the (θmin, θmax)
in (radian) against (qx, qy, and qz) also in (radian) that are limited by the
same motor constraints. The graph describes the computation of the intersection
points on the rotated curves. The upper and lower horizontal lines (maximum
and minimum) and the vertical lines are created to show all the intersection
points, the point with the highest RoM closer to the zero-configuration is selected
as the optimal placement point of the mechanism in the leg. The graphical
representation for the variation of (θmin, θmax) and α, respecting the ±25◦ motor
constraint on the ball and socket joint opening angle is depicted in Fig. 8, for 0◦

configuration point. The sum of the intersection points on the lower and upper
boundaries of each curve produced the absolute sum of 63.46◦ DF-PF, 74.35◦

EV-IN, and 71.29◦ AD-AB RoM for the three principal motion trajectories of
the ASPM ankle module. However, modifying the opening angle of the ball and
socket joint which is constrained by a motor constraint of ±27◦, the result in
Table 2 is obtained for the following configuration points (0◦, ±15.12◦, ±30.24◦,
45◦). The green shaded part is the chosen optimal placement point of the ankle
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mechanism in the leg. We can see a symmetric movement in both directions for
the chosen point producing a wide RoM for the motion trajectories.

Fig. 7. Intersection points on the
curves

Fig. 8. 0◦ configuration point

Table 2. Ankle Motion Ranges with ±27◦ motor constraint.

Placement angle(α) DF-PF EV-IN AD-AB

Min. Max. Absolute Min. Max. Absolute Min. Max. Absolute

0◦ −31.83 37.28 69.11 −39.77 40.14 79.91 −33.74 40.26 74

−15.12◦ −33.74 37.87 71.61 −38.16 33.61 71.77 −33.74 40.26 74

15.12◦ −33.74 37.85 71.59 −33.74 37.85 71.59 −33.74 40.26 74

−30.24◦ −39.94 40.26 80.20 −37.28 31.83 69.11 −33.74 40.26 74

30.24◦ −40.09 40.26 80.35 −31.83 37.28 69.11 −33.74 40.26 74

45◦ −37.86 33.41 71.27 −33.64 38.17 71.81 −33.74 40.26 74

5 Conclusion

This paper presents the optimal placement of the ASPM ankle joint in the leg.
The previous prototype has an opening angle on the ball and socket joints that
leads to the motor constraint of ±25◦, limiting the workspace of the mechanism
principal movement trajectories. Likewise, there is difficulty finding an optimal
placement point for the mechanism in the leg. However, employing the RIGM to
the mechanism, an optimal placement point was obtainable with an enhanced
workspace for the motion ranges. Since the ASPM ankle represents a module for
the ankle and hip joint, only the ankle joint module is presented in this work
with an increased opening angle of the ball and socket joints to ±27◦. Forthwith,
a large workspace was produced at 30.24◦ configuration point. As a prospect for
the future, the dynamic model of the ASPM ankle joint will be used to control
the device and enhance dynamic walking towards rehabilitation of gait, as a
proof of concept to the Recupera-Reha full-body exoskeleton.
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